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Researchers have discovered a new mineral from a meteorite that was found nearly 70 years ago in a small town in Australia. The Wedderburn meteorite, which was found in 1951, in the Australian city of Wedderburn contains a mineral that does not exist naturally on Earth. SEE ALSO: SpaceX is looking at these 9
spots on Mars to land its first starship Rocket Mission 210 grams of elusive rock has been analyzed by scientists since it was found and only recently, was the mineral 'edscottite' found. The mineral was named after Edward Scott of the University of Hawaii, who is known for his work in cosmomy and meteorology.
According to a study published in De Gryuter, researchers have discovered the mineral iron carbide, which does not exist naturally anywhere else. SEE ALSO: NASA and ESA's team to protect Earth from meteorite asteroid collisions are believed to have been part of a molten nucleus from an ancient planet that has now
been destroyed. Researchers studied a small part of the red and black meteorite, while the rock itself is kept in the collection of the Museums of Victoria in Australia. It has been reduced to a third of its original size over the years as various groups of researchers chipped away from small pieces for analysis. Previous
analyses have identified traces of common minerals such as iron and gold, but have also found more unusual materials such as kamacyte, schreibersite, taenite and trolite. SEE ALSO: Vikram successfully breaks away from Chandrayan-2 Orbiter Jeffrey Bonning, of the Australian National University, explained to Age that
the meteorite is the remnant of ancient planets under the pressure of a molten nucleus. The molten metal must have reacted with carbon and other materials when the planet collapsed to form a composite material such as Edscottite. And because of the collision, the space rock got blown into space and eventually found
its way to the Austrailan town of Wedderburn. Image Credit: Museums Victoria TOPICS: Science, Science, Meteorite, Genesis Mashable India, Planet, Space, Explorer, Researchers, I Fucking Love Science, Exoplanet Science, Meteor, Science and Technology scientists and engineers work in some of the most
interesting jobs around. From astrophysicists to nuclear technicians, people in this career can work with cutting-edge technology, or discover new ways to see the world. So, what is science and engineering? Scientists mostly study and predict the natural world, and engineers use this knowledge for practical purposes.
You may have heard that science and technology are good areas to get into. But why is there so much hype about learning STEM fields? Well, it's mainly because there is a high demand for workers in these jobs, and these careers tend to pay Ok. This means that STEM graduates usually get a good return on investing
in their higher education. But these jobs also attract students because they allow you to learn interesting things and work on projects that are just great. Sounds interesting? Read on to learn more about the exciting careers that might await you in science and technology, or check out the College Choice Science and
Technology homepage. Areas of research If you are interested in studying living things, from amoeba to humans, you can enjoy a choice of specialty in life sciences. In this area, you can study animals as a zoologist, or focus on genetics to find out the causes of hereditary diseases. On the other hand, if you decide to
study physical sciences, you will study non-living objects and systems. You can study the properties of matter and motion as a physicist, or explore the universe beyond Earth as an astronomer. Want to explore the oceans, air, ecosystems or even the chemical composition of the Earth itself? You can study climate
change, natural disasters or ecosystems if you go into Earth science. Engineers can specialize in chemical, civil, electrical or mechanical engineering. They all have in common in that they use scientific knowledge and processes to find solutions to problems or to imagine new ways of using scientific knowledge. As an
engineer, your work can have a huge impact on the world. For example, engineers have developed water pipes that can bend during an earthquake, so cities like Los Angeles can replace their old, hard pipes with these new ones that won't snap under stress. The benefits of studying science and engineering are useful
areas for people who are naturally curious and analytical. If this is the way your mind works, it can be a career path with a high level of job satisfaction. But in addition to meaningful work, job prospects are also strong for these careers. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, demand for workers in science and
technology will increase by seven to ten percent by 2026. And you can expect higher than average starting salaries in these careers. In 2017, the average starting salary for all college graduates was just under $50,000, according to money, while STEM graduates tend to command starting salaries above $60,000 a year.
Flexible career options are another advantage of studying science and technology. In addition to the sheer array of possible specializations, you can also continue to work in a variety of settings and work roles. You could work in academia, teach and do research, or you could work for a large corporation by developing
world-changing technology (flying cars, who?). People often think of science and technology as areas that require years and years Study. The truth is, this is not always the case. The huge variety of jobs in science and technology means that there are many different ways to get into a great career. You can get a great
job with an associate degree, or you can go for a degree if you want to work in research or academia. Ready to learn more? Here are a few examples of what you can do with different degrees in science and technology, or learn more on our homepage for science and technology. Associate Degrees If you don't want to
wait long to get started in your scientific and engineering career, you may find a great job with an associate degree. These two-year programs are designed to prepare you for entering the job market in your career choices. One post that you could hold with this degree is a nuclear technician. With an average annual
salary of $79,140, this is one of the highest-paid careers for graduates of associate degree programs. In this career you will work in the field of nuclear research or energy production, helping engineers and physicists. One of the reasons that this work pays so well is that it involves a high level of responsibility - you would

operate special equipment and monitor radiation levels in order to ensure the safety of everyone who works at your facility. A bachelor's degree in undergraduate program, you tend to spend about four years studying courses in your specialty to get a solid foundation for your future career. Along with your major's classes,
you will take a variety of general training courses. And with a bachelor's degree, you might be eligible to work as an aerospace engineer. In this role you would develop technology that is designed to be used in the atmosphere or in space - think rockets, planes or satellites. Not only would you get to work with all the cool
equipment in this job, you would also be well compensated for your work. The average salary of aerospace engineers is $109,650 per year. A master's degree after receiving a bachelor's degree, if you want to develop your experience in science and engineering specialization, a master's degree can be the way to go.
These programs usually take two to three years to complete, and allow you to focus on a specific area of learning. For example, if you find biology and health fascinating, a master's degree can lead to working as an epidemiologist. You would examine the negative health problems that affect large populations like
infectious diseases, substance abuse, and trauma, and develop programs to prevent and treat them. With an average annual salary of $70,820, this is another big specialty to explore. Doctoral studies scientists engineers who pursue doctoral degrees can enter several different career paths. They can continue to work in
academia, teaching college courses, or they could do corporate research and and The U.S. government also hires graduate students to work in various science and technology initiatives. Biochemists and biophysics usually have a doctorate and they study biological processes such as heresy and cell development. With
a doctorate in this field, you can take a position while working at a college or university, pharmaceutical company or consulting service. The average salary of biochemists and biophysics is $82,180 per year, and the highest-paid workers can make up to $158,410. Science is the study of everything that exists in the entire
universe. And engineers use the knowledge that scientists collect by developing useful applications for scientific discoveries. This means that the specializations available in science and technology are enormous. Everything you can think of in the natural world has probably been studied, documented, and its behavior
has been predicted by scientists. Read on to learn about some of the major categories of science and technology specialization, and keep in mind that this is just the tip of the iceberg! Dive under the surface of the field on our front page of science and technology. Science Science is an incredibly diverse discipline with
many specializations. But in the broadest sense, you can look at science as having two industries: life sciences and physical sciences. The science of life sciences, or biological science, is the study of all living things. Scientists in these areas can specialize in the components of living organisms, such as cells and DNA,
or they can study entire populations. Examples of specializations in biological sciences include: Botany: Studying Plants, Classifying Plants and Interacting in the Environment Ecology: Studying Organisms in Their Physical Environment, Including The Effects of Climate Change and Pollution Genetics: Studying Genes
and Inherited Traits in Organisms, From Microbes to Human Microbiology: Learning Microorganisms such as Bacteria, Viruses and Fungi; also includes genetic engineering and microbiology of food and water resources zoology: the study of animals, from the molecular level to the study of entire populations of Physical
Sciences Just as the science of life deals with all living things, physical sciences cover all non-living things in the universe. Astronomy: Exploring everything beyond Earth, from planets to asteroid dust Chemistry: Exploring substances, their molecular structures and chemical transformations Earth Science: Exploring
Earth, Air and Water, as well as the physical features of the Moon and other planets Physics: the study of matter, energy and motion; The basis of all physicists transforms raw materials into other useful forms and develops ways to use technology to achieve goals and solve problems. Examples of specializations in
include: Chemical engineers in chemical engineering use the science of chemistry for use in industry. For example, process engineers develop processes for the use of chemical reactions in the production of products. Under the fields within this specialty include: Polymers Food Engineering Civil Construction Energy
Engineering This area focuses on design and construction structures, from bridges to pipelines. Civil engineers can work in transport or environmental engineering. Several examples of the concentration of civil engineering include: Aerospace Environmental and Sanitation Engineering Geotechnical Engineering
Engineering Electrical Engineering More Engineers work in this area than in any other, because electrical engineers are needed in any industry that relies on electricity. Several sub-fields include: Electronics Engineering Computer Engineering Systems Communications Engineers Mechanical Engineers apply science
physics to processes like manufacturing. They design, develop and test hardware for a variety of applications. Areas of focus in engineering may include: Air pollution control rubber and plastics underwater technology technology advances in materials science and engineering abbreviation. advances in materials science
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